
A product sold in several countries needs to
adapt to different uses

The role of marketing
Businesses would not exist without customers. lt is essential,
therefore, to find out what customers want and need. A business
then needs to satisfy these needs by providing what can be
memorised as the four Ps:

. product: the right goods and services

. price: at the right price
o place: where customers want it
o promotion: by providing the right sort of encouragement.

The four Ps summarise the role of marketing and the marketing
department in a company: anticipating and identifying consumer
wants and needs and then planning the means to meet these
requirements. You will learn more about the four Ps in Unit 7.6, The
marketing mix.

When customers buy products they are looking for particular benefits
- that is, what a product will actually do for them. A benefit of a

particular brand of washing powder might be that it washes clothes
cleafl, smells nice or is inexpensive. Customers may be interested in
'features'- physical qualities of the product, such as what it looks like

- but it is the benefits that will persuade them to keep purchasing.

Marketing seeks to find out what customers want and then
to provide it. ln october 1995, Procter and Gamble (P&G),

one of the world's largest producers of washing powder, took
over a well-known Romanian company that produced washing
powder and soap. One of its brands, Perlan, was particularly
popular. Customers liked it because it provided a clean wash at
an economical price. P&G invested a lot of money on improving
the production plant in Romania. The washing powder was
rebranded as Bonux. lt came in two varieties: one for hand-
washing and the other for washing machines. P&G spent a lot
of time interviewing customers to find out ways to improve the
product. They introduced a number of improvements, so that
Bonux can now offer consumers a threefold benefit: cleaning, a
pleasant scent and savings.

P&G market researchers have found through questionnaires and
field tests that this formula is what consumers are looking for in
other countries as well. ln 2006, they opened a detergent factory
producing Bonux in Nigeria. The product is produced using

ACTIVITY

Write down five questions that
could be used to find out what
benefits people look for in a
washing powder.

CASE STUDY Bonux, Romania and Nigeria
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Ma rket resea rch ca rried out by P&G

for Bonux washing powder revealed

that global consumers want: cleaning,
pleasant smell and saving

Questions

a special formula which
im proves clea n ing in d usty
conditions. The product is

exported from Nigeria to
other parts of West Africa,
South Af rica a nd East Af rica.
More customer i nterviews
showed that they liked to
purchase the powder in

la rger packets. Customer
questionnaire answers
indicated that although this
is initially more expensive, it
works out cheaper over
time. More larger packs

are now supplied to the
ma rket.

1 What particular benefits does Bonux offer customers?

2 How was P&G able to find out the sorts of benefits that Bonux
customers were looking for?

3 Why do you think that P&G has set up a factory in Nigeria?
How would knowledge of the market have enabled P&G to
decide to set up there?

Businesses are most likely to make a profit when they provide the
benefits and products that customers want. Finding out what
customers require involves careful research and analysis of the
findings. Think of a product that is successful and you can be certain
that the company that produces it has a very good marketing
d epa rtment.

You will find more information on market research in Unit 7.2. Other
aspects of marketing covered Iater in this unit include advertising,
promotion a nd pricing .
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ACTIVITY

Choose three of the products
from the list below. Using your
own knowledge, state what
sorts of benefits customers
would look for from each
p rod u ct.

. B lC ra zors

. BIC biros
o ffiercedes-Ben z motor cars

. A bar of soap that you use in
you r home

. A bottle or can of drink that
is popular in your country

Chad has come up with a brilliant idea for a

new energy-saving device that can be used
in the home. He has tried it out in his own
house and it works well. He now wants to
borrow some money from the bank so that
Ihe ca n produce a nd sell these devices on a
larger scale. HoweveL a friend has suggested
that he should first investigate the market. Do
you agree with the friend? What would be the
adva ntage of f ind ing out lnformation a bout
the market? What sorts of information should
he find out?

ln the Bonux case study, you read how P&G
decided to invest in the Romanian factory and
change the name of the product. They also
altered the formula of the washing powder and
sta rted selling it in d ifferent conta iners. How do
you think market research would have helped
them to decide to make all these changes?

ldentify a product that your family or friends
use that in your view might benefit from
some changes. What sorts of questions would
market.r, ,i..d to ask in order to find out what
cha nges they shou ld ma ke to this prod uct?



Market orientation
Without customers, a business wou ld not exist. Businesses need to
ask themselves: 'What would l, as my own customer, expect from
my firm?'This focus on customer needs is market orientation. To

orientate mea ns to f ind you r d irection. A ma rketing-orientated
company takes its direction from what customers want. For example,
Kenyan flower growers provide 30 per cent of all fresh-cut flower
imports in Europe. The Kenya Flower Council carries out marketing
on behalf of all flower growers to find out what the market wants
(which varieties of flowers, in what condition), when flowers are

required and how to price the flowers competitively.

Market-oriented firms succeed because they listen to customers
and give them what they want. For example, some sportswear
manufacturers talk to top athletes to find out what sort of clothing
they would like to enable them to perform better. ln contrast,
product-oriented firms concentrate on providing a good product, but
without finding out first whether customers want to buy it. Product-
oriented companies might include hi-tech businesses experimenting
with very new technologies of which customers are not yet aware.

Market research

Market research means carefully gathering, making a record of and

then analysing data about the market for goods and services.

Some typical market research questions are set out below. Answers to
these q uestions provide ma rket information.

. Who are our customers?

. lvhat do they want?

. When do they buy/use?

o How much will they pay?

o Can we improve it for them?

Market research methods involve the collection of primary and

secondary data. Primary data is new data collected by the company
(or by researchers acting on its behalf). Secondary data has already
been gathered and been published by someone else. Primary research

can be focused on the types of questions that are specific to the
business ca rrying out the resea rch. H owever, it ca n be costly.

Primary data is obtained by interviewing a sample of the
targeted market (expected customers). A sample is a group that is

representative of the overall market. Primary data may be collected
through a questionnaire, consisting of a sequence of questions. The

questions should be clear and simple, and wherever possible tested
on a few people in a pilot survey. lt is often easier to analyse results

if you ask closed, not open questions. Closed questions ask for an

answer to be chosen from alternatives, for example:

How often do you shop here?

a Every day b Once a week c Once a fortnight d Hardly ever

Questions can be asked in person (often best because it involves

face-to-face interaction and the interviewee is likely to elaborate on

Kenya provides 30 per cent of all flowers
imported in Europe. Kenyan flower growers

have carried out market research to identify
wh ich types of f lowers a re most popu la r in
which European countries, and at what times

of the year



their answer), through the post (can be slow and produce a poor
response), by telephone (quick and easy, but not always very reliable

- some people do not like being called for this purpose) or via a

website. Another approach is to use e-mail marketing, but this may
give a low response rate. To increase rates, it can be helpful to offer a

reward for completing a questionnaire (e.9. a $t O gift voucher for an
'on-the-spot'street interview, or a discount on online purchases).

Observation involves looking at how customers behave when
shopping. For example, supermarket planners may observe the route
that customers take round a store.

A group of customers may be brought together to talk about a

product and the choices they make. This consumer panel might also
be asked to discuss a list of topics, or test products and give their
reactions. Researchers watch and listen to the customers for ideas
about what products will and will not be successful. A customer
panel is sometimes called a focus group.

Second ary research

Secondary research, as noted earlier, is carried out by someone else.

It can be in the form of published research on set topics by market
research organisations. lt may appear in government statistics, or in
books a nd magazines. lt may ind icate, for exa m ple, what households
spend their money on, or numbers of women in part-time work.

Published reports can be expensive, but secondary research is often
cheaper to conduct - the research is already published. However, it
may be out of date and may not be closely related to a particular
organisation and its targeted customers.

Both prima ry and secondary data may be inaccurate because:

. only a small percentage of the target market is researched

. a consumer panel may not be representative of typical consumers
o a survey may not be given to (or answered by) enough people, or

may be given to the wrong people
o the data may go out of date quickly
. questions may be badly worded and misunderstood.

Observation has revealed that
shoppers in supermarkets and
other stores usually like to start in
the fresh produce department.
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r Which of the following are prima ry and which
are secondary market research sources?

. Cond ucting a su rvey of every f ifth person in

the street.

. Asking each of your classmates 20
questions.

. Copying out information from a mag azine
article.

o lnterviewing people through a phone survey.

. Sending a questionnaire through the post.

A nationa I rad io station has ca rried
out research to find out what types of
prog ra m mes its listeners a re interested in. lt
interviewed 'l ,000 people in the south of the
country and held a consumer panel of i 0
listeners in the north. Why might the results
be inaccurate?

You want to find out whether there is

demand for a new type of ice-cold drink.
What types of primary research and secondary
research could you carry outT What would
be the benefits of using primary rather than
secondary research?



Graphs and charts

Presenting information in a visual way makes it easy to understand
and helps to break up text. Graphs and charts are a useful way of
presenting key points of market research information. The following
table shows the sales of different types of women's clothing from
clothes shops in the United States in 2008. The charts that follow the
table show ways of presenting this information in a more visual way.

A pictogram

A pictogram is a type of bar chart that uses
is con nected with . Fig u re 7.3 . 1 presents the
pictog ra m.

pictures of the items it
data in the table as a

The advantage of pictograms is that they are easy to understand
because the picture represents the actual items. However; they take
time to draw to scale.

Pie charts

Pie charts show a total figure split into various categories. Figure
7.3.2 presents the clothes sales data in the form of a pie chart.

Advantages of pie charts are that they immediately show the relative
size of items (by the size of the slices of the pie). However; they are
not very clear when showing the size of items which only take up a
small part of the pie.

Sales of women's clothing
in the US (% of items sold)

ACTIVITY

Carry out some primary market
resea rch to f ind out customers'
views on two competing
household prod ucts (e.g

brands of matches o r canned
drink). Questions you could ask
might include:

. How often do you purchase
the prod uct?

. Which brands do you prefer?

. What quantities do you buyT

. How much do you pay?

. Does the product offer good
value for money?

Set out your findings in a
market research report. For

each of the questions you
ask, set out the data using an
a ppropriate cha rt or g ra ph.

Type of clothes item Sales of these items as a o/o of
all sales in clothes shops

Tops (e.9. T-shirts, shirts, blouses, sweaters) 30

Trousers, jeans, shorts and skirts 23

Dresses 20

Coats and jackets 15

Sportswea r 7

Other clothes 5
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Bar charts

ln a bar chart, a series of
values of particular items.

horizontal or vertical bars represent the
The reader can quickly make comparisons.

EXAM TIP
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Sales of women's clothing in the US (% of items sold)

Figu re 7.3.3 sets out the sales of different types of women's clothes

in the form of a bar chart.

The height of the bar makes it easy to compare one item with
another - for example, figures for different years. They are less useful,

however, if fig u res va ry considera bly f rom yea r to yea r.

Line graphs

A line graph can be used to illustrate how particular figures change

over time. They show the size and speed of an increase, so that
comparisons can be made Figure 7.3.4 shows the number of

women's clothes stores in the United States compared with the

number of enterprises selling women's clothes. (A particular business

enterprise may own just one store, two stores or a chain of stores.)

The vertical axis of the chart shows the number of stores and

enterprises. The horizontal axis shows the dates from 1995 to 2010.

Number of stores and enterprises selling women's clothes in the US,

1 995-201 0

The figure shows that the number of stores is rising at a faster rate

than the number of enterprises. For example, in 2010 there were

twice as many stores as enterprises. On average, each enterprise

owned two stores. lf we go back to 1995, we can see that there

were 40,000 stores and 21 ,500 enterprises - roughly 1 B stores per

enterp rise.
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What types of graphs and

charts would you use to
illustrate the following?
. The percentage market

share a companY has at a

particular moment in time.

. The rise in the market share

of the company over ttme.

. How total company sales

are split between lh:
va rious prod ucts that it
sel ls.

What is a pictogram? Give an

example of the sort of matfqt
data that a pictogram would
be helpful in illustrating.

Why is it important to
ca ref u I ly select th e sca le of
the axis used in a graPh?



Segmentation
Groups of customers with similar characteristics can be divided into
separate groups known as segments. lt is useful for marketers to
identify groups with similar buying patterns. They can then target
their products, promotions and advertising. The different ways of
segmenting markets are summarised in the following diagram.

Approaches to market segmentation

Location

People in certain countries and regions have common characteristics
which influence buying attitudes. ln marketing to different countries,
it is important to look at aspects such as income per person and the
culture and tastes of people. For example, in Egypt,green beans
are very popular in many food dishes; in the north of France, butter
is widely used in cooking. Electrical products sometimes require
different technical specifications for sale in different countries (e.9.

they may be required to be fitted with a different plug) Different
languages are spoken in different parts of the world, requiring the
use of different labelling and product instructions to meet local
consu mer requ irements.

Age and gender segmentation

Customers may be divided into discrete segments either by age (e g.

for clothes retailing) or by gender (e.9. for the sale of cosmetics
and mag azines). lt is very important to understand how population
patterns can create groups of similar customers. Consumers in similar
age groups often have broadly similar interests. For example, in Saudi
Arabia, more than 41 per cent of the population is under 14 years
old, and a further 1B per cent between 1 5 a nd 24 years old. Many
of these young people have broadly similar tastes, although there
is a significant difference between the products that young males
a nd you ng fema les wa nt to pu rchase. Ma rketers therefore ta rget
this group by finding out what sorts of toys and books appeal to the
under-1 4s, and the types of clothes and music favoured by young
people aged 15-24.

Customers in the same location may have

similar purchasing patterns, but other
differences, such as age, may put them into
different segments of the market

Seg mentation a pproaches

1 . Location
(Customers who live
in a particular
country or area)

2. Age or gender
(Customers in a

particular age
group or gender)

3. lncome
(Cu sto mers
who have

similar incomes)

4. Behavi:ou r:

(Customeis

who behave in

sim ila r ways)

ACTIVITY

Visit a Iocal shop and identify
products that are targeted
at specific groups. Try to
identify products targeted at
the following age and gender

I rou ps.

. Older people (over 65)

. Younger people (under 14)

. Young males

. Young females



lncome and social class segmentation

lncome is a major factor influencing purchasing decisions. Rising

incomes across the world over the last 10 years, particularly among

younger people,has led to a boom in demand for branded products,

including many high-status clothing items (e.g. expensive trainers and

designer-label shirts and sweaters). Products such as cars, jewellery

and perfume are targeted at particular income groups. For example,

some perfume is sold at very low prices, while other perfume is much

more expensive and is designed to appeal to more sophisticated tastes

and richer consumers. Many societies are also divided by occupations
(e g. manual workers, who work with their hands, and professional

workers, who work in offices or in a profession like a doctor, lawyer,

etc.) The type of occupation a person does influences their income

and thus their likely buying patterns. Richer people will be able to
afford to buy cars, washing machines and televisions, whereas poorer

people may only be able to afford a bicycle and radio.

Behaviou ral seg mentation

It is also possible to classify customers by behavioural
segmentation - for example, how often they buy a product and

how loyal they are. Some people may buy a newspaper every day,

others only when they want to read about an interesting event.

Some people will always buy the same lcrand of washing powder,

while others will compare prices and other aspects before making a

choice. ltems that people are loyal to include a particular newspaper
(because of the quality of the way it presents the news, e.9. The

Times of tndia, or The Daily Gleaner, )amaica) or a type of soap.

EXAM TIP
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Many countries in Western
Europe have an ageing
population, referreg ,o as 'the

grey consumer'. This segment
is targeted by marketers of
healthcare products such as

vita m in pills a nd a nti-ageing
crea ms.

ACTIVIry

To what extent are there different geographical markets for clothing

in your country? For example, is there a difference between the

fashions of young people living in cities and those living in rural

areas? How have producers and marketers adjusted their product

and advertising to appeal to different segments?

'ii Procter and Gamble is a global company that produces soap

powders and other detergents. They have developed washing

powders specifically for the Nigerian market because of the
higher levels of dust in rural area: What type of segmentali:i
is this? How does this segmentation help Procter and Gamble?

.;l What is th9 difference be^tw.een segm,entation by a9,..r,nd 
.

segmentation by income? What products can Yo, think of
where it would be helpful to use these types of segmentation?

t'
txpla ln you r a nswer.

-n ln many countries in Africa, the Middle East, South East Asia

and South America, a very high percentage of the population

is under 21. ldentify products that will typically lce bought by

this age group in these countries. How .un producers make

sure that these products are targeted at this age group?



Niche markets are smaller than
mass markets. They cater for
groups of similar customers,
such as tou rists who specifically
visit countries like Jordan to see
religious sites in line with their
faith. The type of site they want
to visit or the hotels they want
to stay in are likely to be quite
different from other tourists
who visit Jordan for an outdoor
adventu re holiday.

ACTIVITY

Working in a small group,
identify products and services

that you enjoy that are targeted
at:

. the mass market
o a niche market.

ln each case, try to work
out how the marketing mix
is organised to meet the
requirements of the mass or
niche market that you have
identified.

Mass marketing
Most markets can be divided into a number of separate segments.
For example, the tea market is divided into a cheap, low-cost
segment, a speciality tea segment, a high-quality premium
segment, and other segments such as fruit and herbal teas. A
mass marketing strategy ignores this segmentation and seeks to
appeal to all of the customers within different segments. Marketing
is to the widest audience. Advertising and promotional messages
are designed to appeal to a broad audience. Hopefully this will
lead to a large number of sales. Products are designed to appeal
to the whole market. Another product that is mass marketed is a

standard type of family toothpaste such as Colgate. Colgate was
the first type of toothpaste to appear in a tube, over a hundred
years ago. Today, it is still one of the best-selling brand names
across the globe. lt may be advertised on television, with the hope
of attracting buyers of all ages, genders, ethnic backgrounds and
income groups.

Niche marketing
Niche marketing is the opposite of mass marketing.A niche market
is a relatively small segment of a larger market. Marketers will focus
their marketing activity on the characteristics of consumers that
make up a particular niche. The nature of the niche determines the
type of product. For example, toothpaste may be designed to appeal
to children. Children's toothpaste tends to come in a smaller tube,
and to have some attractive packaging,such as an illustration of a

children's cartoon character on the tube.

ffiToothpaste.aneXampleofmassandnichemarketing

Children's

toothpastes

Ioothpastes with
additional i ng redients,

Mass market



CASE STUDY I Niche marketing of tourism in Jordan

Tourism is the largest productive sector of the economy in
Jordan. Jordan has four main tourist sites - Petra Nabatean City,

which is set in rocks; the Dead Sea; the River Jordan; and the
Wadi Rum desert. Tourists visit Jordan for a number of reasons,

i ncl ud i ng:

. health and wellness tourism - for their health
o cultural and religious tourism - to visit historical and religious

s ites

. ecotourism - to see deserts

. sports tou rism.

Rather than targeting marketing activity at the mass market of
a ll tou rists, the Jorda n ia n tou rist boa rd is focusing on ma rket
niches. This involves identifying groups of tourists who are very
similar in what they are looking for. For example, in the health
and wellness niche, tourists want to relax and get well. They
want to visit spas where there are waters with healing properties
and stay in quality hotels. ln the ecotourism sector, tourists are
looking for wilderness and desert adventures, and to meet local
peo pl e.

The tourist board in Jordan is therefore targeting its marketing
mix (including advertising) and its products (e g. types of hotel
facility) at specific customers who fit into these niches. At the
same time, it is developing its main tourist sites to appeal to
these customers.

Questions

l What is the mass market and what are the niche markets
described in the case study?

2 How can identifying the niche markets help the Jordanian
tourist board to attract visitors to Jordan? Why is this likely to
be more effective than ma-ss marketing?

The Nabatean City of Petra - one of the
maln tourist sites in Jordan. The Nabateans

were an ancient Arab people who built this

magnificent city in the rocks. Religious and

cultural tourism to sites like Petra provides

one segment in the overall Jordanian tourist
m a rket

"l{ What is the difference between a niche and' a mass market?
lllustrate your answer by reference to specific products (e g

moto r cars, cosmetics).

;* Who are the customers that make up a mass market that
you are familiar with? How do they differ from customers in

specific niches of the overall market that you identified?

l,i ln what ways does a business have to modify the marketing
mix for niche markets? Give examples to illustrate your answer.
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The fou r Ps

As we saw in Unit 7.1 , the ingredients of the marketing mix
are often referred to as the four Ps: product, price, place and
promotion.

A mix is made up of ingredients that are blended togetherfor a purpose.
Think of the ingredients used to make a cake. no ingredient will work on
its own. They have to be blended together to make a successful cake. ln

the same way that there are many cakes to suit all tastes, a marketing
mix can be designed to suit the precise requirements of the market.

Ic create the right marketing mix, businesses have to meet the
following cond itions.

. The product has to have the right features (e.9. it must look good
and work well).

. The price must be right. Consumers will need to buy in sufficient
n u m bers to cover costs.

. The goods must be in the right place at the right time, Making
sure that the goods arrive when and where they are wanted is

an important operation. The method of selling must be suitable
for the customers (e.9. through a small corner shop or a large
su perma rket).

. The target group needs to be made aware of the existence
and availability of the product through promotion. Successful
promotion helps a firm to spread costs over a larger output.

product
promotionprice

place

The ma rketing m ix

ACTIVITY

Think of a product that you spend money on regularly - perhaps
a type of sweet or a visit to the cinema. How effective is the
marketing mix for this productT Before you start, make sure you

know, with your teacher's advice, who the product is supposed
to sell to (the target market). ls the product aimed at young
people? Male or female? Choose a sample of 30 people to
interview from the appropriate group (e.9. females in the age
range 14-1 B) Ask your sample to compare the marketing mix of
your selected product with three other rival products. Compare
their views of the marketing mix of these products.

.rri.:riiit;::ixiill::;illiliii..iiii.:i;iii:i;ii

An up-rAn up-market product is one with a high price and of high
quality: it tends to be sold from exclusive locations with
expensive advertising and promotion. A down-market product is

a cheap product with little or no advertising, sold from down-
market locations. Can you identify some up-market and
down-market products in the same product category?



CASE STU,'DY I The Tata Nano

The Tata Na no provides a n excellent case study of
the marketing mix in action. The car is designed to
meet the mass ma rket in lnd ia a nd other sim ila r

markets. lt is the smallest and cheapest new car

in the world. The captions in the diagram show
how the producf has been designed for simplicity.
The ca r ca n be ordered d irect f rom dea lers in
lndia, dthough it is hoped to launch a more
expensive version in the European and American
markets (place). The car has been promoted
through a worldwide press launch and a lottery in

lndia (which is the main market): the first million
customers drawn in the lottery were to be first in
line for the new car. The car was launched at a

price of 100,000 rupees (about US$2,000) This
made it the world's most affordable new car.

Questions

1 Do you think that the marketing mix for the
Nano is likely to lead to high sales? Explain
you r a nswer.

2 How would you expect the marketing mix
for the Nano to compare with the mix for an
expensive car?

3 ls it going to be possible to sell this car in
other markets (e g. in the US and Europe)?

No air
conditioning on
standard model

windows wind
down by hand

height: 1 6m,
(5ft) .'

Manual

steering, no

air bag

1,,,,5,rr,r, (5ft)

length. 3. 1 m

(1 0ft) Plastic and

ad hesive replaces
weld ing

624cctwo-cylinder
engine in boot

giving max speed of
70km/h (a3mph)

Bodywork made

of sheet metal and
plastic



Prod u cts

The most important part of the marketing mix is the product. lt must
meet an identified consumer need.

We Iike products because they provide us with benefits. A bicycle
is not just something that sits outside our house; it provides the
benefit of transporting us to school or to the sports club, or to meet
f rien d s.

Products have a number of features. For example,your bicycle has:

. shape . design o colour . size o packaging (when first bought)

ln addition, there may be other benefits associated with your bicycle,
after-sales service (repairs to the chain, replacement of the tyres by
the seller) such as a guarantee (in some cases).

Starting with the packaging

The first time a customer sees many modern products is in the
packaging. Figu re 7 .7 .1 gives some of the many reasons that
products are packaged.

Packaging adds value to products for all of the reasons shown in the
diagram, However, there are some negative aspects: packaging can
raise the cost and, as a result, the price of a product. lt also creates
pollution and waste.

The purposes of packaging

Branding
A brand is a product or group of products with a unique, consistent
and easily recognisable character. For example, we all recognise the
Coca-Cola brand, not only by its logo, but by the shape of the bottle
the colour of the can, the taste of the product and other features.

The product life cycle

The life of a product is the period over which it appeals to customers.
At the introduction stage, sales growth is slow. Only a small number

ACTIVIry

Look at the items shown in

Figu re 7 .7 .2. ln your country,
where is each of these in the
product life cycle?

ldentify products that your
classmates pu rchase that a re at
different stages of the product
I ife cycle

Items in the product life
cycle
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To ma,ke:::tho pro.d uct

look more attractive

To enable the easy

stacking, storing and::transpofi

of the packaging

To enable the brandln$::of

the product

Io comply with laws

protecting customers
To protect the product

from contamination

Io BrOtec, $,e prod u,ct

fiom d.b:m,age

To provide details about how

to use the product

To keep th,b

pioduct fresh



of people know about a product or realise its benefits. Profits start
to rise in the growth phase. More and more people find out about
the product and want to purchase it. Competitors are coming into
the market. ln the maturity phase, most of the potential customers
have been reached. Howevel there may be lots of repeat purchases.

Competition from rival producers is strong. ln the decline stage,
the product becomes'old'and sales start to fall. An updated or
replacement product may have entered the market.

Giving new life
To prolong the life cycle, new life needs to be injected to the
marketing mix. There are various ways of doing this.

l Modify the product. ln the 19th century, Lifebuoy soap was
introduced to lndia with the promise of 'health and hygiene'to
millions of rural customers, The product was sold as a basic red

bar of soap The brand went through a period of steady growth
and eventual maturity in the 2Oth century. At the start of the 2'l st

century, sales were falling by 15 per cent a year. The company
then relaunched the soap in 2002, in a new shape, with a new,
high-lather formula and attractive advertising. This has won back
customer loyalty. Sales of Lifebuoy increased by 10 per cent per year
in lndia. (Today, over 3 billion bars of Lifebuoy are sold per year in
Asia and Africa.)

2 Altering distribution patterns to create more attractive retail
outlets for consu mers. For exa m ple, H ind usta n U n ileveL the ma kers

of Lifebuoy, has created networks of women with business skills
in rural villages to sell their products. There are over 25,000 of
these women, selling in 100,000 villages and reaching 1 billion
customers. Many other businesses have injected new life into their
products by creating new channels, such as attractive websites,
where customers can buy products online.

3 Changing prices. Prices can be lowered or taised to become more
attractive to customers. Lower prices make goods more affordable
while higher ones make them appear more exclusive.

4 Promotional campaigns. Advertising , 'buy one get one free'
offers and other promotions encourage new customers to try out a

product and reward existing customers for their loyalty.

EXAM TIP

Sales

Tim e

The product life cycle

G rowth
Sales

Maturity

lntro 1ir

t.nj,e.ctlQH$.uf fiE#,.,[ife

Time

Period ic injections of new life
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Price

The price a business charges will depend on the percentage of the
market - that is, the number of customers - that they are trying to
attract. The ma in decision, therefore, is whether to cha rge:

. a low price in order to attract sales by undercutting the
competition. This makes it possible to sell large quantities at a Iow
cost per unit.

o an average price. lf you charge an average price, you will need to
compete with your rivals by other means (e.9. better packaging,
advertising and promotion).

' a higher price. Firms can charge a high ot premium price if they
are seen as being better than their rivals in meeting the needs of
customers.

Different pricing positions

Price elasticity of demand - a measure of
responsiveness of demand to a change in price
It is useful to find out how customers will react to a change in price. Price

elasticity is used to measurethis. this measures how much the quantity
demanded changes following a change in price. Demand is elastic when
the change in the number of goods demanded is high when compared
with the change in price. For example, Ramesh sells fruit and vegetables
from a cart. One week he lowered the price of his mangoes by 5 per cent
(undercutting his competitors) and demand increased by 20 per cent.
Demand for his mangoes in this case was elastic.

However; when the change in numbers of goods demanded is lower
than the change in price, demand is said to be inelastrc. For example,
Ramesh sells oranges that are sweeter and contain fewer pips than
those of his competitors. He decided to raise his price by 5 per cent.
When he did so, sales of his oranges only dropped by 2 per cent.
Demand for his oranges was inelastic. Knowledge of how elastic
demand is helps sellers decide how much to charge for a product, and
whether they will increase sales revenue from lowering or raising prices.

Table comparing prices of spectacles.
This advertisement is designed to attract
customers to an online spectacle seller;

Glasses Direct, by showing how prices are

lower than those of rivals (competitive
pricing)

Our glasses

Glasses
Direct

Spec-

SAVETS

D&A Vision
Exp ress

Saving.
Glasses
Difect

Fu lly
rimmed OC From f24 From [25 From f29 From f25 f'!l

Rimless (rc From f24 From f99 From f99 f75

Semi-
rrmmed

O-O F m fB9
From

fl69
From

f 169
f80

Benda ble rc From f39 From

f.125
From

f.125
f86

Titanium rc From fB9 From

f125
From

fl25 f36

Designer G'fl From f69 From

f_125
From

fi 09
From

f.125
f56

High Quality
Up-market

high price and

high quality

Low price High price

Down-market :

low price and

low qualitY 
Low Quality

Moving up

the market

Mid-market
medium friced

and medium quality

ACTIVIry

Visit a local retail store and
look at the prices displayed
for d ifferent products.
What examples can you
find of penetration pricing,
psychological pricing,
skimming and competitive
pricing?



The main methods of pricing
Cost-plus pricing

A common way to make pricing decisions is to calculate how much
it costs to do a particular job or activity, and then add on a given
percentage as a profit for the job or activity. This is sometimes
known as a mark-up. For example, a business may calculate that
it will cost $t O0 to do a small repair job on a car, including parts,
labour and equipment. The business also wants to make a profit,
so may decide to add on another 20 per cent as profit. lt therefore
charges the customer $120. This cost-plus pricing is a simple and
easy way to price which makes sure that costs are covered.

Psychological pricing

Psycholog ica I pricrng is based on the idea that certa in prices
encourage buyers to make purchases. These are prices that are
just under a round number (e g $9.99 or $19.95). sellers use
psychological pricing to encourage buyers to think that items are
cheaper than they are.

Competitive pricing

Competitive pricing involves undercutting the price of rival products.
A business may price its products lower than those of rivals.
Businesses may make a Ioss in the short term by doing this, perhaps
to force a competitor out of business.

Penetration pricing

When a firm brings out a new product into a new or existing market,
it may feel that it needs to make a lot of sales very quickly in order to
establish itself and to make it possible to produce larger quantities. lt
maytherefore start off by offering the product at quite a low price. A
loss may be made until the new product has penetrated the market.
When market penetration has been achieved, prices can be raised.

Skimming

When you bring out a new product, you rnay be able to start off
by charging quite a high price. Some customers may want to be
the first to buy your product because of the prestige of being seen
with it. The word skimming comes from the idea of skimming
off the top layer of cream, allowing the cream to build up again,
skimming off the second layer, and so on. For example, you could sell
an exclusive dress at an exclusive price to wealthier customers. The
next season,you could lower the price, making it accessible to a less
wealthy group of customers.

EXAM TIP
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':j A local clothing business
is considering lowering its
prices (to increase sales and
prof its). An advisor ca rries
out some research and
reports back that there is

elastic demand for the type
of clothes being offered
by the shop and that local
consumers are highly
influenced by psyihological
pricing. How might this
affect the pricing decisions
made by the business?

:;l A sign-writing business that
produces shop signs uses a
cost-plus pricing method. lt
marks up prices by 20 per
cent on the costs of painting
shop sig ns. The owner has

calculated that it will cost
$SO to produce a sign for
a restaurant. What price
should the business charge
for the job? r

.,i A new book has just been
pu blished by a best-selling
a utho r. I n itia lly, the boo k is
to be prod uced in ha rd back
and will cost $ t OO. Next
year, it will be relaunched in
paperback form and sell for
$ SO. What pricing tech n iq ue
is being used, and why?



o ln Channel C, sometimes referred to as the'traditional channel',
a manufacturer makes goods; a wholesaler buys lots of different
goods from several manufacturers. The wholesaler sells on
to reta ilers. The ma n ufactu re1 wholesa ler a nd reta iler a re a ll

independent. (The term wholesaler refers to a business that stocks
items in bu lk u ntil they a re req u ired by reta ilers.)

o ln Channel D, retailers buy directly from manufacturers. This is
easiest when the retailers have a very large storage area, or when
goods can be bought in bulk.

o Channel E has become particularly important as more and more
households become linked to the internet through computers and
mobile phones. The e-tailer is the organisation that deals with
customers th roug h a n interactive website, wh ich ena bles customers
to buy goods online.

lnterview the owner of a local
shop to find out what cha n nels
of d istribution they use for the
various items they stock. (You

will normally find that they
use more than one channel of
d istribution.)

CASE STUDY I Coca-Cola in China

Distribution can become more expensive when
it takes place internationally: the longer the
supply chain, the greater the cost. The American
company Coca-Cola's fourth biggest market is

China. Eventually it could become the largest
ma rket.

ln the 1970s, China had only one brand of soft
drink, distributed nationally. lt was difficutt for
foreign companies to enter the market. Coca-cola
started out by exporting Coca-Cola to China and
selling it to reta il outlets such as hotels. over time,
the company developed a relationship with the
Ch inese govern ment. Bottling pla nts were set u p
that were owned by the Chinese government. The
next stage was to set up a joint venture (see page
51) bottling plant, owned jointly by Coca-Cola
and the government. Eventually, Coca-Cola was

allowed to set up its own bottling plants. ln this
way, the company was able to produce cheaply
usrng local supplies or raw materials. By 2008,
Coca-Cola had 40 bottling factories in the country.
It now produces tea, coffee and bottled water;
as well as Coca-Cola itself and many other soda
drinks.

Questions

1 Why would Coca-Cola want to set up bottling
plants in china rather than exporting bottles of
Coca-Cola to Ch ina 7

2 lllustrate how the supply chain was shortened
when Coca-Cola set up its own bottling plants
in Ch ina.

What is a distribution
channel? How is a product
that you are familiar
with distributed? what
a re the va rious stages of
d istribution ?

ln what ways does e-tailing
help to shorten the 

r

distribution channel?

Define the following terms.

Distribution / manufactu rer /
wholesa ler / reta iler / e-ta iler



Promotion
Promotion refers to ways of spreading information about a product,
bra nd or com pa ny.

Promotion can be carried out in many different ways (e g. advertising
on television, radio, cinema, newspapers and, nowadays, using the
internet a nd even mobile phones to get messages across).

Other forms of promotion include the sponsorship of events, sales
promotion, merchandising (making products look attractive, e.g. in a
shop window), trade shows and public relations.

The combination of different types of promotion is referred to as the
promotional mix.

A distinction is made between promotions'into the pipeline'and
'promotions out of the pipeline' (see Figure 7 .10.1).

The four main types of promotion

'.lffi#ffi ffiil H ,'.,,
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Promotion out of the pipeline

ffiPromotionintothepipelineandoutofthepipeiir,e

Promotions into the pipeline are methods that are used to sell
more products into the distribution system - that is, they are aimed
at wholesalers and retailers rather than final consumers. Examples are
'dealer loaders', such as 20 for the price of 'l 0, display units, dealer
competitions, extended credit to dealers, sale-or-return, and so on.

Promotions out of the pipeline help in promoting and selling
products to the final consumer. These include free samples, trial
packs, cou pon offers, price red uctions, com petitions, demonstrations
and point-of-sale materials.

Advertising in Kenya includes simple
billboards, advertisements on buses, radio,
television and leading newspapers, as well as

in the cinema

ACTIVIry

ldentify elements of the
promotional mix for a product
that you consume regularly.
Explain why each of these
elements is being used by the
promoter.



Different forms of promotion
Advertising

Advertising is a widely used form of above-the-line promotion. For
example, in Kenya, advertising includes outdoor billboard advertising
on street poles along major traffic routes, and advertising on the
side of buses. ln addition, there are around 50 radio stations with
over 5 million radio-set users. Adverts can be placed in English and
Swahili, as well as 17 other Ianguages. There are eight television
broadcast stations. Television covers the main centres of population.
Television ownership tends to be among wealthier people, but there
are televisions in most community and village centres. Leading
newspapers are the Daily Nation, East Af rican Standard, The People
and Kenya Times. Stills and film clips are used extensively to advertise
products in Kenya, including in mobile cinemas touring rural areas.

Advertising can increase sales by making consumers aware of new
products, demonstrating how good products are and reminding
consumers about products. Cinema and television advertising is

highly visual and can build an image.

Sales promotions

Sales promotions take place through media and non-media
promotion for a limited time to increase consumer demand. Examples
i ncl ude:

' competitions . special price offers for a limited period
o point-of-purchase displays . free gifts.

Personal selling

Personal selling is oral communication with potential buyers of a

product in the hope of making a sale. lnitially, the seller will try to
build a relationship with the buyer before going on to try to'close'
the sale.

Public relations

Pu blic relations involves ma nag ing the f low of information f rom
an organisation to its'publics' in order to build the reputation of
a company and its brands. Any form of activity which does this
is termed PR. PR might involve publicising a charity, informing
consumers about a brand or producing advertisements that show the
company and its products in a positive light.

The purpose of each of the promotion methods described above is to
increase the sales of the business.

Advertisi,ng Public relations

56[9,5 p:romotion Pers,onal selling

The four main types of
promotion

EXAM TIP
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A good example of sales
promotions a re those offered
by budget airlines such as

lndia's Spice Jet. To attract new
customers to the route, the
airline will offer flights to new
destinations at very low prices
for a limited period of time.
This has been very successful in
win n ing new customers.

*''; What type of promotion is

involved in the following ?

. Giving out free samples of
a new type of shampoo

. Publicity surrounding a

major charity event
. Publicising a product on

television or in a newspaper

if: What is the difference
between promotions into the
pipeline a nd promotions out
of the pipeline?

;t What is the purpose of
promotion? I llustrate you r

answer by reference to a

promotion that you are
familiar with
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Marketing strategy
A marketing strategy is a plan of the marketing activities for a range
of products, or for a single product. ln effect, this means choosing
the right combination of marketing mix elements to support the
p rod u cVs.

The best possible mix will depend on the stage of the product life
cycl e.

The elements of a marketing strategy
The table shows the four key elements of the marketing strategy.
The case study that follows gives an example of a marketing strategy
used by a supermarket chain in the UK to enter a new market in the
US

Prod u ct Price PIace Promotion

What product are
we selling to our
target customers?

What does the
product look like?

What benefits does
it provide?

What is an
appropriate price
for our product
and the relevant
target audience?

Where should we
sell it?

What are the most
surtable channels
of distribution?

How do we
promote the
product in a way
that fits with the
product image
and the type of
customers?

CASE STUDY I Tesco's Fresh & Easy

Tesco is the U K's biggest su perma rket cha in .

The company devised a strategy for entering
the US market, which was dominated by huge
hypermarkets. The new product concept was a

chain of stores called Fresh & Easy. The Fresh &
Easy stores stock locally produced, fresh products,
such as green vegetables and salads. The first
few stores were set up on the West Coast of the
US, including California, a centre for growing
fresh fruit and vegetables. Tesco created a huge
distribution centre at a central location close to
a large number of the stores. It covered this with
solar panels for energy, stressing its'green' image.
It also used a polar bear as its corporate symbol,
to indicate its concern with global warming.
Tesco's ambition is to have Fresh & Easy stores
providing fresh pr.oduce locally everywhere in the
United States over the next 1 0 years.

The three key elements of the Tesco strategy
are affordability, convenience and freshness - in

other words, good hea lthy prod ucts at d iscou nt
prices. The launch of the stores came with a wide
advertising campaign, using television, press

and radio advertisements, as well as a public
relations campaign to promote the green image
of the company. lt is too early to say whether this
strategy will be a success, but in itia I sig ns show
that consu mers have ta ken to the concept in la rge
n u m bers.

Questions

1 ldentify the elements of price, place,
promotion a nd prod uct mentioned in the case

stu dy.

2 How do you think that the marketing strategy
outlined in the case study will enable the
business to be competitive with the huge US

supermarket chains?



CASE STUDY I Unilever washing powder in Brazrl

ln the mid 1990s, Unilever had gained B1 per cent of the
Brazilian washing powder market. The only sector it had not
captured was that of the very lowest income households. The

company therefore set out an 'Everyman'campaign to win
even this sector of the market. Market research showed that
washing in the poorer areas was typically carried out by hand,

using washboards and bars of laundry soap.Washing was a

major social event, with people coming together to talk at
the river and taking pride in their work. Though many people

owned television sets, many could not read or write, so it would
be difficult to convince them to change washing habits with a

30-second TV commercial Typically, this group of consumers
shopped at local, family-owned stores, which manufacturers find
d iff icu lt to reach th roug h la rge wholesa lers.

Questions

l What marketing strategy would you suggest to reach the low-
income sector of the Brazilian market for soap powders?

2 How would this involve blending each of the elements of
marketing into a consistent mix?

Tesco's Fresh & Easy stores combine cheap,

fresh, locally sourced produce with an

environmentally friendly image at convenient
locations

The changing marketing mix
Over time, it may be necessary to change a marketing strategy. This

involves changing the marketing mix. For example, we saw earlier
(see page 93) how Lifebuoy soap was successfully relaunched in lndia
with a new advertising campaign and strategy.

At the start of a product life cycle, the emphasis is on gaining a hold
in the market. This may involve promotional activity and promotional
pricing. Distribution may be through a small number of outlets. Over

time, the business will adopt new promotional activities, alter its
prod uct a nd em ploy d ifferent d istribution cha n nels.

ACTIVIW

ldentify a product and create
a marketing strategy for it in
your domestic market. Your
ma rketing strategy shou ld

include a description of the
product, its benefits and its
target customers. Justify the
pricing strategy, the locations
for selling the prod uct a nd

the cha n nels of d istribution.
You will also need to justify
promotions to support each of
the other elements.

ACTIVITY

Recommend a strategy for the
relaunch of a product of your
choice, Choose a product that
is widely used in your country
that has been losing popularity
in recent times.

't What is meant by the term 'marketing strategy'? lllustrate
your answer by using the example of a product or brand that
you are familiar with.

,i: How is the marketing strategy different for a low-price, low-
specification product, compared with one for a high-price,
high-specification product? Use examples of products from
the same market segment to illustrate your answer.

* Why is the marketing strategy for a product likely to change
over the course of its life cycle? Explain with reference to a

.r.
specific product.
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Marketing budgets
A marketing budget shows
on marketing activities in a
coming year lt will look like

how much a company plans to spend
given period of time - for example, the
the following table.

The sum of money in the budget will depend on the type of industry
and the product. ln some industries it can be very high. For example,
companies selling washing powder, mobile phones and popular
motor cars will have a large advertising and promotional budget.
Spending will be much lower in companies selling non-branded
products (e g. fish, fresh fruit and vegetables) or products (e.g

matches and drawing pins) which sell by reputation and customer
fa m ilia rity.

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug sep Oct Nov Dec

Marketing staff salaries

Market research activity

Advertising

Press relations

Direct marketing

Sales promotions

Events

Sponsorship

Tota I

Business people sometimes see marketing expenditure
as a cost. lt is better; however, to consider how effective
the marketing activity is. How much will it return in sales

revenue? A low-cost marketing budget may have a poor
return in terms of impact.

The following table illustrates some appropriate sizes of
budgets for different-sized companies. You can see that
large companies can afford more than small ones. This has a

tremendous impact on the markets they can reach, leading
to much higher sales and
profits.

When television advertising is used for
promotion, this takes up a sizeable chunk of
the marketing budget. However, the impact
of these adverts is enormous

Sales revenue of company Marketing budget as o/o of income

Under $S million 7-Bo/o

$s-t o million 6-7%

$10-50 million 5-60h

$SO-t 00 million 4-5o/o

Over $100 million 2-3Yo



Cost-effectiveness

Cost effectiveness describes the relationship between the cost of
an activity and the returns from it. A cost-effective marketing activity
is one that yields a high return compared with the budget allocated
to it, as is shown below.

High cost, high impact- Cost-effective

High cost, poor imp0ct - Cost-ineffective

Low cost, high impact - Cost-effective

Low cost, low impact - Cost-ineffective

The best way of judging the effectiveness of any form of marketing
activity is to calculate the extra sales revenue for each additional
dollar spent on marketing.This is the ROI - return on investment.

EXAM TIP

Whewbt '
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#:ffive.t;LsLwg.ACTIVIry

Working in a small group, identify a product that you would like
to promote in your own region.

You have been allocated $5,000 for advertising the product.

A television advert will cost you $SO0 for each time the advert
is shown. lt will cost you $'l ,000 to have an agency prepare
the advert. A newspaper advertisement will cost you $+00 for
a regional newspaper and $200 for a local newspaper for each
time the advert appears in the paper. A graphic designer will
prepare the advert for a further $200. A cinema advert will
cost you $ZS0 to screen and $SO0 to make the advert. You can
advertise on the side of bus shelters for $100 per shelter for a

week, but the posters will cost you $ZS0 to design.

Decide how you will allocate the budget between advertising
and other promotional activities. Which of these activities do you

think would be the most cost-effective in terms of having a high
impact relative to cost?

t Explain two possible uses of the term 'rurketing budget'.

H What sorts of items would you expect to appear in a
marketing budget?

that3 A company has a high marketing budget compared to
of its competitors Why might this be beneficial? Explain your
answer in terms of cost-effectiveness.
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ldentify and explain TWo objectives of the
marketing department within a business t4l
Using a mobile phone or laptop computer as
an example, explain the difference between
'features'and 'benefits'of a product. t3l

ldentify and explain TWO reasons why a

business might carry out market research. t4l
Explain the statement'the consumer is king
in a market economy' '[o]

. gender

. socioeconomic Aroup. t6l
For each of your answers to euestion 9,
explain a market for which this method of
segmentation would be appropriate t6ltL

ldentify and explain a niche market within
the market for food in your country. t4l

.,,, Explain why primary research may be known
as 'field' research and secondury r.rearch
may be known as 'desk' research. t4l

,i::' Analyse TWO reasons why primary market
resea rch resu lts may be inaccu rate t6lJ ---

',," Explain, with examples, the difference
between a consumer survey and a focus
g rou p. t4l

'' state and explain oNE example of data that
would be best presented using a pie chart
and oNE example of data that would be best
presented as a line graph. t4l

,i:, Explain, using examples, the following
approaches to market segmentation:
. geographical

ldentify and explain TWo benefits to a small
business of a im ing its prod uct at a n iche
ma rket t4l

ji Analyse why it is important for a business
to get all the elements of the marketing mix
right. ' 

t4l
Analyse why an established business may aim
to sell a range of products at drfferent stages
of their life cycle. t4l

;: Analyse ONE example of a product for
wh ich a skim m ing pricing strategy may
be appropriate unO ONE .*umple where
penetration pricing may be more
successfu I t4l

"',t * Expla in, with exa m ples other tha n
advertising, THREE examples of
promotion. t6l

The pizza delivery company

Prakesh has managed to borrow the money
to rela u nch h is trad itiona I fast-food business,
The Tikka Iakeaway, in Bangalore, lndia, as
a pizza restaurant and takeaway, including a

home-delivery service. He has put together a

menu, including 12 differentpizza recipes in
three different sizes, and he now needs to make
as many people as possible aware of his new
products and service. Due to overspending on
the redecoration of his shop, howeveL prakesh

has had to set a low marketing budget.

ldentify a nd expla in TWo cha nges in pra kesh's
marketing mix. t4l
ldentify and explain TWO ways in which

Prakesh's target market may change due to
the switch from traditional food to p tzzas. t4l

3 Analyse TWo possible pricing methods you
would recommend Prakesh to consider for his
pizzas when he launches the new businessidea rcl

4ldentify and explain THREE marketing methods
you would recommend to prakesh for the
launch. t6l

5 Due to his local reputation and loyal
customers, Pra kesh does not wa nt to cha nge
the name of his business. Do you agree with
him? )ustify your answer. t6l



The Maldives Reef holiday company

The Maldives Reef holiday company operates
in a niche market. The target customers are
high-income, young professionals, mainly from
Europe, who are interested rn combining taking
a holiday with obta in ing a n adva nced d iving
q ua lif ication. G uests a re accom modated on one
of the sma llest, most exclusive resort isla nds,
where all the chalets have their own private
beach areas. The diving instructors are highly
qualified and the company has good knowledge
of the best underwater locations. The company
spends very little on marketing, as most guests
are regular travellers and recommendations
come through word of mouth. Fiona, the
marketing director; is keen to seek out new
markets, due to a worldwide economic
downturn. 'Maybe,' she says, 'we should
explore a new market segment of more budget-

conscrous travellers, who still want to dive but
are quite happy with basic accommodation and
therefore a lower price'.

1 Explain the term 'niche market' in this case. t6l
2 Analyse how the unique selling point of the

Ma ld ives Reef holiday com pa ny ena bles h ig h

prices to be cha rged to cu rrent customers t6l
3 Analyse ONE advantage and ONE

disadvantage to the Maldives Reef holiday
company of relying on the business from their
loya I customers. t6l

4 Ic what extent do you agree with Fiona that
the company should be looking for new
ma rkets? t6l

5 Suggest a ma rket resea rch strategy for Fiona
to find out what budget-conscious customers
want from a diving holiday. t6l

Zigzag: the school enterprise company

The Zigzag enterprise company at Good Start
School in Livingstone, Zambia, has decided on
two events to launch its enterprise this year: a

school talent show and a doughnut sale during
lunchtimes. They have carried out primary
market research on pupils in school and have
found out the following information about
pred icted sa les.

. Talent show: at $5 they will sell250 tickets, but
if they drop the price to $3, they will sell 275
t ic kets .

o Doughnuts: at 50 cents they will sell 300
doughnuts, but if they drop the price to 30
cents, they will sell 500.

1 ldentify and explain TWO possible reasons why
Zigzag's market research may be
rnaccu rate.

ldentify and explain TWO reasons why
Zigzag's current target market may limit their
su ccess. t1l

3 Calculate the price elasticity of demand (PED)

for each prod uct, when the price is red uced,
using the formula:

o/o change in price t6l
4 Using the information on price elasticity and

the figures, recommend what price should
be charged for each product. Explain your
a nswer. t1l

5 The members of Zigzag have decided to try to
extend their ma rket to include selling wooden
souven irs to tou rists in a loca I craft ma rket.
Analyse TWO ways in which their marketing
strategy will need to change for these
customers t6l

6 Evaluate the extent to which personal selling
in the craft market may lead to high sales of
souvenirs for th e Zigzag company. t6l

t4l




